
Statement of World communion of Reformed Churches on the 
Middle East –       July-Aug 2015   
  We the Executive Committee of the World Communion of Reformed Churches have 

gathered here at the Dhour Choueir Evangelical Conference Center in Lebanon under the theme: 
God of Life, Lead us on your Path of Justice, Peace and Reconciliation. Inspired by the words of the 
prophet Isaiah, we strive to be “called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to dwell in” 
(Isaiah 58:12) and can thus find no place more appropriate to be than here, in the Middle East.  

As we have heard from our sisters and brothers who dwell in these streets, the cradle of Christianity 
is in crisis, and many of their streets are shattered, both figuratively and literally:   
 • A brother from Iraq told us that he must keep the records of his church packed in his car, 
not knowing when he may have to flee from radical Islamic forces.     
 • A sister from Lebanon told of Palestinians living as refugees for nearly seven decades and 
commented on the irony as she watched walls erected in Israel/Palestine even as they were coming 
down in Berlin.            
 • Despite churches being burned, a brother from Egypt related a heartening story of 
Christians and Muslims standing side by side seeking change—a symbol of hope even in the midst of 
ongoing struggle.           
 • A youth worker in the region raised concerns for young people, for their current safety and 
of whether there is even any future here for them.       
 • The work of a brother from Syria has moved from writing sermons to supplying water to 
his flock and many others. Yet these stories of struggle only hint at the complex picture of this 
region. Christians here are the first disciples of the church of Antioch and have endured much during 
their two thousand years of faithfulness.  

Historically Christians and Muslims have often lived peacefully as neighbours, enjoying a dialogue of 
life and sharing common values for the good of their community. We lament the deterioration of 
relationships that has sprung from radical religious movements and express deep regret concerning 
the way religion is used for political agendas. Even today and despite their increasingly smaller 
numbers Christians in the Middle East remain the salt and light in their communities. We have seen 
evidence that their roles and impact in their communities goes far beyond their numbers. For 
instance, the peacemakers in the region are often the graduates of Christian schools, regardless of 
their present religious practice. We are heartened by Middle East Christians’ demonstration of grace, 
courage and resolve to stay in their communities. The region would be seriously impoverished 
without their presence as a vital means to a peaceful, just and reconciled Middle East. 

We have heard these stories from our sisters and brothers and realize that the Middle East is 
complex, and each country has its own specific context. The situation in one country may be 
dramatically different than in another. Our coming here has given us a renewed opportunity to 
express our solidarity with our members in this region. We do not want to see this as a single act but 
the beginning of a renewed commitment. How then can we as a World Communion of Reformed 
Churches respond to our sisters and brothers in the Middle East?We call for global recognition of the 
suffering of all people in the Middle East. 

 We call for violence to cease in Syria immediately and pray for peace to spread like ripples from 
there throughout the entire region. We urge our officers and secretariat to strengthen the bonds 
among our member churches in this region to consolidate their communion. We commit ourselves 
to tell the stories of our Middle East sisters and brothers to the wider world. We encourage our 
member churches:          
  • To join us in a fresh sense of solidarity with Christians in the Middle East and a lasting 
commitment to the wellbeing of all people of this region.      
 • To hear anew the stories of our sisters and brothers, as opposed to simply accepting the 



rhetoric of the media.          
  • To welcome the refugees as neighbours rather than treat them as “others.”  
  • To not ignore or allow our governments to ignore the places of massive suffering or their 
contribution to it.           
 • To speak up for the wellbeing of Christians and all people in this region, decrying the 
violence that creates such destruction and dehumanizes people.     
 • To draw inspiration from our sisters and brothers in the Middle East who show the love of 
Christ in the face of incredible challenges and frequent calls to suffer.    
  • To live and to pray in the spirit of Isaiah 58:6-12, which says: Is not this the fast that I 
choose: to loose the bonds of injustice, to undo the thongs of the yoke, to let the oppressed go free, 
and to break every yoke? Is it not to share your bread with the hungry, and bring the homeless poor 
into your house; when you see the naked, to cover them, and not to hide yourself from your own 
kin?  

Then you shall call, and the Lord will answer; you shall cry for help, and he will say, Here I am.  

If you remove the yoke from among you, the pointing of the finger, the speaking of evil, if you offer 
your food to the hungry and satisfy the needs of the afflicted, then your light shall rise in the 
darkness and your gloom be like the noonday. The Lord will guide you continually, and satisfy your 
needs in parched places, and make your bones strong; and you shall be like a watered garden, like a 
spring of water, whose waters never fail.  

Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt; you shall raise up the foundations of many generations; you shall 
be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of streets to live in. Adopted by the Executive 
Committee on 15 May 2015. 

WEA RLC Research & Analysis Report: Saving 
Christians from Islamic State in the Middle East 

Aug, 2015 

Christians are one of the primary civilian targets of the Islamic State terror group, which has threatened 

to eradicate minorities from within the territories it controls and beyond, even as the Christian 

population in the Middle East has been on a steep decline. 

Most recently, Islamic State, which is also known as ISIS or ISIL, vowed to slaughter Christian Arabs in 

Jerusalem, saying its militants will “clean this country and the Muslim Quarter from these Christians 

during this holy Ramadan.” Although the Sunni terror group doesn’t have a known official branch in 

Israel, the threat issued points to its agenda, ambition and targets. 

In June, ISIS kidnapped 88 Eritrean Christians in Libya. In May, ISIS captured Ethiopian Christians and 

executed them, three months after it beheaded 21 Egyptian Copts. 

Christians in the Middle East accounted for about 20 percent at the start of the 20th century, and their 

number has reduced to about 5 percent. And many of those who remain are now facing the jihadists’ 

“convert-or-die” policy, especially in Iraq and Syria. 

Syria had about 1.1 million Christians before 2011, and more than 700,000 of them have fled the country 

due to attacks by ISIS and other groups. Iraq had over 1 million Christians prior to the 2003 U.S. invasion, 

and now their number has come down to less than 200,000. And most of them have fled to regions in the 

north under Kurdish control, which, too, is now facing a serious threat from ISIS as it has captured Mosul. 

Last week, the U.S.-based think tank Council on Foreign Relations invited experts to discuss “The Future 

of Religious Pluralism in the Middle East.” One of the questions they explored was whether minorities, 

including Christians, are on the brink of extinction in some parts of the region. 



It is “certainly within the realm of possibility,” said panelist Andrew Doran, Special Advisor at the U.S.-

based In Defense of Christians group. 

The possible fall of Damascus, he explained, giving an example, would lead to mass migrations, that of 

the Druze to southwestern Syria, of the Alawites and Shiites to northwest Syria, and of Christians to 

Lebanon. “And there would be mass slaughter along the way if this were to happen, because if Damascus 

would fall, you could reasonably foresee that Aleppo and Hams would fall, and Lebanon would become 

suddenly very vulnerable.” 

He went on to state, “It is entirely possible that the very worst for Middle East Christianity lay ahead… in 

the foreseeable future.” 

The other two panelists – Faith McDonnell, Director of the Religious Liberty Program, Institute on Religion 

and Democracy, and David Saperstein, Ambassador-at-Large for International Religious Freedom, U.S. 

Department of State – agreed with Doran. 

The safety of Christians is closely linked to the ongoing geopolitical power struggle between Sunni 

Muslims and Iran-backed Shias in the region, which created space for ISIS to establish its alleged 

Caliphate in western Iraq and eastern Syria. And thanks to ISIS propaganda and false portrayal of power, 

many terror groups from Africa to South Asia have professed allegiance to it. 

ISIS, which was founded in 2006 as an al-Qaeda offshoot, identifies with jihadi-Salafism, a regressive 

movement in Islamic political thought that is supported by many around the world. Its leaders are known 

for having anti-Shiite views and for advocating strict application of Islamic law. 

In its English propaganda magazine “Dabiq,” ISIS recently sought to give religious basis for its barbarity, 

saying it is “Islamic” to capture and forcibly make “infidel” women sexual slaves. 

“Before Shaytan [Satan] reveals his doubts to the weak-minded and weak hearted, one should remember 

that enslaving the families of the kuffar [infidels] and taking their women as concubines is a firmly 

established aspect of the Shari’ah that if one were to deny or mock, he would be denying or mocking the 

verses of the Qur’an and the narration of the Prophet … and thereby apostatizing from Islam,” an article 

in the magazine said. 

While the United States claims it is seeking to “degrade and destroy” ISIS, hardly any expert believes it is 

possible in the near future, given Washington’s extremely cautious policy towards the terror group in Iraq 

and Syria. 

It is, therefore, difficult to say whether ISIS would cease to be a threat to Christians and others in the near 

future. And opinions are divided over how to save the endangered Christian minority from its attacks. 

Some believe that the Christian presence needs to be preserved in the region that is known as 

Christianity’s cradle, while others say Christians’ safety should be the top priority in any strategy to deal 

with the ISIS threat. 

In a recent article, Nina Shea, director of U.S.-based Hudson Institute’s Center for Religious Freedom, 

wrote: “The only achievable strategy under the current circumstances is to prepare for an orderly 

resettlement of these Christians (and Yazidis) in the West. It is a bitter development for the Church and 

for them, being discarded after 2,000 years of history, through no fault of their own. But it is the most 

humane of the alternatives. Otherwise they face indigence and exile or, worse, slaughter at the hands of 

jihadists.” 

Either way, the international community needs to deal with some urgent needs. For example, the 

displaced Christians must be protected from further attacks and supported with basic needs, and a 

system should be in place to help them recover their property that they left behind if and when they are 

able to return to their areas. There is also a need to foster hope for inclusive governance wherever there 

are civilian governments. 

Christians in the region have expectations from the international Christian community. As 

Chaldean Catholic Patriarch Louis Sako of Baghdad recently said, “We feel forgotten and isolated. We 



sometimes wonder, if they kill us all, what would be the reaction of Christians in the West? Would they 

do something then?” 

Let’s hope, pray and make our best efforts so that Christians in the Middle East would not feel forgotten 

in their most difficult time. 

 

World Evangelical Alliance (WEA) Religious Liberty Commission (RLC) sponsors this WEA-RLC Research & 

Analysis Report to help individuals and groups pray for and act on religious liberty issues around the 

world. WEA has a consultative status with the UN Economic and Social Council. 
 

Ecumenical women advocate for stronger networks for 

justice and peaceican Congress on Gender and Religion brought together participants 

from Latin America and beyond for a dialogue in São Leopoldo, Brazil. © WCC/Marcelo Schneider 

11 August 2015 
“From the very beginning, women in the ecumenical movement have been raising the 
question of who is missing around the table and why,” said Dr Fulata Mbano-Moyo, speaking 
in a panel on “women and ecumenism” at the 4th Latin American Congress on Gender and 
Religion, held from 6 to 8 August in São Leopoldo, Brazil. 
Dr Mbano-Moyo,  made reference to the work of Henrietta Visser't Hooft, Twaila Carver and 
Kathleen Bliss. “For these women, ecumenism was about building a community that works for 
justice,” she said. 
Rev. Romi Márcia Bencke, spoke of recent examples of discrimination and violation of women’s 
rights “I have been witnessing gender issues being vanished from the Brazilian congress’ agenda 
– thanks to the lobbying of Christian fundamentalist groups,” she said. 
 “Churches and the ecumenical movement are a space for justice, peace and solidarity,” she 
continued. “This is precisely why we are shocked by the constant use of biblical quotes that 
presumably justify deeds of religious intolerance, exclusion and fragmentation of Christianity 
and society as a whole,” she concluded. 
For Cecilia Castillo Naranji, one of the key current tasks of ecumenical networks of women 
should be to “identify and denounce expressions that sexism and patriarchy have today.” 
A pastor of the Chilean Pentecostal Mission Church, Naranji spoke as the coordinator of the 
CLAI’s women’s network. CLAI is currently present in over 20 countries in Latin America and has 
a sharp focus on gender justice. 
At the congress, Rev. Dr Elaine Neuenfeldt, secretary for Women in Church and Society at the 
Lutheran World Federation (LWF), stressed that issues emerging from women’s experience must 
be fully integrated in the agenda of ecumenical organizations. 
“The ecumenical bodies must go beyond good intentions and build intentional policies, 
platforms and processes where gender justice is clearly articulated and amplified as a 
theological and faith concern,” she said. 
Moyo, also the keynote speaker at the closing session of the congress, stressed the need to 
work together as a way to overcome exclusion and oppression. 
“Our main goal in the ecumenical movement is to nurture a just participation where women and 
men can reach their higher potential in the service to God,” she said. 
 

PRAYERS FOR PEACE IN KOREAN PENINSULA 

The Christian Conference of Asia is saddened to hear that tensions have escalated between South 
Korea and North Korea, following exchange of fire across their borders, prompting evacuation of 
residents nearby. It is reportedly the first major armed clash between the two countries, in five 



years.In the beginning of the year 2015, leaders of both Koreas had “announced openly that they 
would open a new era for reconciliation and reunification as they were celebrating the 
70th anniversary of liberation,” kindling hope and excitement among the people. Writing on behalf of 
the NCCK, Rev. Shin Seung Min, Director, Reconciliation and Unification Department said   “in reality 
we are moving from the cold war to a hot war.” 

The Reunification Committee of the NCCK called for an emergency meeting, and decided to demand 
that “both Koreas resolve the present crisis with peaceful means”. 

The Committee said that one of the immediate actions for South Korea “would be to stop the 
broadcast, especially as the North had already expressed their willingness to a peace approach as long 
as South Korea stops broadcasts against North Korea.”  Rev. Shin Seung Min requests our prayers at 
this time of crisis. 

CCA requests all member churches and councils, the members of the executive committee and all 
ecumenical friends and partners to join us in praying for lasting peace and reconciliation, for 
protection of the citizens of both Koreas, especially, for those who live in the affected areas, and for 
our sisters and brothers who are untiringly working for reconciliation and reunification. 

In my distress I called upon the Lord, and cried to my God for help; He heard my voice out of His 
temple. And my cry for help before Him came into His ears.  Psalm 18:6 May our prayers rise before 
Him as incense; and the lifting up of our hands as the evening sacrifice. 

 
 


